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TRENDS IN RECENT INSIDER TRADING CASES
By: Thomas O. Gorman1
I.

II.

1

Introduction
A.

Insider trading has long been a staple of SEC Enforcement and the Department of
Justice.

B.

Aggressive insider trading enforcement by the DOJ and, in particular the U.S.
Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of New York and the SEC is raising
questions about the dividing line between civil and criminal enforcement.

C.

In criminal enforcement the Galleon insider trading prosecutions have made
extensive use of wire taps and wired informants. These are techniques which
while not unknown in insider trading cases have traditionally been used in drug
and organized crime investigations and prosecutions.

D.

At the same time the SEC has been very aggressive in bringing insider trading
cases at times based on little more that information about trading in relation to a
market event such as a merger announcement. In other instances the SEC seems
to be trying to broaden the definition of insider trading.

E.

An analysis of recent insider trading cases brought by the DOJ and the SEC
suggests that the two agencies will at times move forward in lock step. In others
however the DOJ can be expected to take the lead using its blue collar techniques
while the SEC will work to expand the reach of enforcement by aggressively
utilizing its traditional approach which centers on an analysis of trading and
market events.

Blue Collar Tactics in Insider Trading Cases: DOJ, the SEC, Galleon and Expert
Networks
A.

The Galleon cases: In October 2009 the U.S. Attorney and the SEC filed insider
trading cases centered on the owner of the multibillion dollar hedge fund managed
by Galleon Management, L.P.

B.

The criminal cases initially named five defendants in two cases: First U.S. v.
Rajarantnam, Case No. 09 Mag 2306 (S.D.N.Y.) named as a defendant Raj
Rajarantanam, the managing member of Galleon Management. In the second,
U.S. v. Chiesi, Case No. 09 Mag 2307 (S.D.N.Y.), the defendants are Danielle
Chiesi, an employee of new Castle Funds, LLC, Mark Kurland, a senior executive
of New Castle, and Robert Moffat, senior vice president and group executive at
IBM.

Mr. Gorman is a partner at Dorsey & Whitney LLP, resident in the Washington, D.C. office. He is also the cochair of the ABA’s White Collar Securities Fraud subcommittee. He also publishes a widely followed blog
which chronicles trends in SEC and DOJ securities enforcement actions, www.secactions.com.

1.

The initial charges were based on overlapping insider trading schemes
which began as early as 2006 which were claimed to have yielded $20
million in illegal trading profits.

2.

The schemes involved trading in the shares of Polycom, Hilton Hotels,
Google, Clearwire, Akami, Advanced Micro Devices or ADM, People
Support, Intel and Sun Microsystems.

3.

One scheme began in January 2006 and continued through July 2007.
Here Mr. Rajarantanam is alleged to have traded on inside information
about Polycom, Hilton and Google. The information came from a person
identified at the time as a confidential cooperating witness who in turn
obtained it from multiple sources.

4.

A second scheme is alleged to have involved Messrs. Rajarantanam and
Goel and took place between March 2008 and October 2008. It involved
trading in the shares of Clearwire. A third, which took place from August
2008 to October 2008, involved Mr. Rajarantanam and Ms. Chiesi and
trading in the shares of Akamai and AMD.

5.

These cases were the largest insider trading cases based on wire taps,
wired informants and taped conversations.

6.

Ultimately Mr. Rajarantanam was convicted following a jury trial. He is
currently awaiting sentencing. Ms. Chiesi and each of her co-defendants
pleaded guilty.

C.

The SEC brought a parallel case which combines the two criminal cases and adds
the Galleon management company as a defendant. SEC v. Galleon Management,
L.P., Civil Action No. 09-CV-8811 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 16, 2009).

D.

Since the filing of the initial cases additional criminal and civil cases additional
charges have been brought related to both groups of cases. The cases typically
center on information regarding merger discussions or earnings releases. To date
fourteen individuals have pleaded guilty in the criminal cases including all of the
defendants in the Chiesi case. The SEC has settled with nine defendants.
Generally, the Commission has settled with the criminal defendants as they have
entered into guilty pleas.

E.

The Cutillo cases: Shortly after the filing of the Galleon cases, charges were
brought against those involved in an insider trading ring which originated at the
law firm of Ropes and Gray and which overlapped with Galleon. Both criminal
and civil charges were filed. See, e.g., U.S. v. Goffer, Case No. 9 Mg. 2438
(S.D.N.Y.); SEC v. Cutillo, Civil Action No. 09-09208 (S.D.N.Y. Filed July 2,
2009).

F.

Expert network cases: Since the filing of these cases, the Manhattan U.S.
Attorneys Office has continued to focus on insider trading. In late November
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2010, an insider trading probe being conducted by that office became public when
the FBI conducted simultaneous raids to execute search warrants at three firms:
Level Global Investors LLP, Diamondback Capital Management LL and Loch
Capital Management. Boxes of records were seized.
G.

H.

I.

On December 16, 2010, a criminal complaint naming four defendants was
unsealed as part of the expert network investigation. U.S. v. Shimoon, Case No.
10 Mag 2923 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 16 2010). The defendants are Walter Shimoon,
formerly a senior director of business development at Flextronics International,
Inc., Mark Longoriam formerly of AMD, Manosha Karunatilaka, formerly of
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company, and James Fleishman, formerly
employed at an expert networking firm Primary Global Research LLC.
1.

The complaint alleges that inside information was communicate about
AMD financial information and Apple sales and purchase forecasts.

2.

It charges conspiracy to commit securities fraud and conspiracy to commit
wire fraud.

3.

It did not allege securities fraud or insider trading.

4.

The complaint is based information from five cooperating witnesses and
recordings of conversations

Subsequently insider trading charges were filed by the U.S. Attorney’s Office and
the SEC. See, e.g., SEC v. Longoria, Civil Action no. 11-CF-07530 (S.D.N.Y.)
1.

The first of the expert networking cases to proceed to trial was US. v. Jiau,
11-cr-00161 (S.D.N.Y.). The defendant was former Primary Global
Research LLC consultant Winifred Jiau. She was charged with furnishing
inside information to hedge fund managers who were clients of Primary
Global. Specifically, during the period 2006 to 2008 she was charged with
furnishing information regarding up coming earnings releases for NVIDIA
Corporation and Marvel technology Group, Ltd. Mr. Jiau was convicted
following a jury trial.

2.

Co-defendants Samir Barai, a portfolio manager for two different New
York hedge funds, and Son Ngoc Nguyen, a former senior financial
analyst for NVIDIA Corporation pleaded guilty. Mr. Barai pleaded guilty
to one count of conspiracy to commit securities fraud and wire fraud, one
count of securities fraud, one count of wire fraud and one count of
obstruction of justice. Mr. Nguyen pleaded guilty to one count of
conspiracy to commit securities fraud and wire fraud.

In some instances, civil and criminal insider trading charges are brought following
a traditional insider trading investigation. Frequently in these cases there are
repeated violations or egregious conduct.
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J.

1.

SEC v. Sebbag, Case No. 10-cv-4242 (S.D.N.Y. Filed May 26, 2010); U.S.
v. Hoxie & Sebbag (S.D.N.Y. Case No. 10-cv-4242 (S.D.N.Y. Filed May
26, 2010) are cases naming as defendants Bonnie Hoxie and her boyfriend
Yonni Sebbag. Ms. Hoxie was an administrative assistant to a high level
executive at The Walt Disney Company. The case stems from an
undercover sting operation in which FBI agents posed as traders
responding to a letter circulated to a number of hedge funds offering to
sell inside information on an upcoming Disney earnings call. After a
series of e-mails Mr. Sebbag sold the information to an undercover FBI
agent. Both defendants later pleaded guilty.

2.

SEC v. Talbot (D. Mass.); U.S. v. Talbot, No. 3:10-cr-30036 (D. Mass).
The cases name as defendants Peter Talbot, formerly an employee of
Hartford Investment Management Company and his nephew Carl Binette.
Mr. Talbot is alleged to have obtained material non-public information
about talks between his company and Safeo. Later Safeco was acquired
by Liberty Mutual, not Hartford. Mr. Talbot is alleged to have
misappropriated the information and tipped his nephew. Both men opened
an account in Mr. Binette’s name and traded, making a profit of $615,833.
During the investigation Mr. Binette is alleged to have made false
statements to the SEC.

3.

SEC v. Tajyar; cv 09-03988 (C.D.Cal. Filed June 4, 2009), U.S. v. Tajyar,
Case No. 2:10-cr-00310 (C.D. Cal.). Defendant Ahmad Tajyar is the
owner and president of Investor Relations International. Also named as
defendants are Zachary Bryant, formerly of investor relations firm
Heilshorn & Associates and Omar Tajyar, Ahmad Noory and Vispi Shroff.
In one conspiracy Mr. Bryant is alleged to have tipped Mr. Tajyar prior to
announcements by Lippert’s clients. A second involved trading on inside
information about clients of Mr. Tajyar’s firm.

4.

SEC v. Poteroba, Civil Action No. 10-CF-2667 (S.D.N.Y. filed March 24,
2010); U.S. v. Poteroba (S.D.N.Y. Filed March 24, 2010). The criminal
case names as defendants Igor Poteroba, a former Managing Director at
UBS Securities and Alexei Koval. The SEC complaint also names as a
defendant Alexander Vorobiev. The two cases allege that from 2005
through 2009 Mr. Poteroba tipped defendant Koval on upcoming mergers
with information he learned at UBS. The criminal case is based on six
illegal tips. The SEC action is based on eleven.

Not every criminal insider trading case involves multiple transactions however.
The cases brought against a French physician involve multiple tips regarding the
same event. In some instances the reaction of the traders suggests that perhaps
the information was not material. At the same time the defendant was serving as
an expert consultant. As noted above the USAO for New York is conducting an
aggressive inquiry in this area.
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III.

1.

SEC v. Benhamou, Civil Action No. 10-CV-8266 (S.D.N.Y. Filed Nov. 2,
20100; U.S. v. Benhamou, S.D.N.Y. Filed Nov. 1, 2010) are actions
against French national Dr. Yves Benhamou who is a consultant to
biopharmaceutical company Human Genome Sciences, Inc. and to a
portfolio manager and investment advisors to a group of hedge funds that
trade in healthcare related securities.

2.

In November 2007 serious adverse events were reported in connection
with drug trials at Human Genome. Between the time of the first report
and the public announcement of that event on January 23, 2008 there were
a series of meetings and discussions held to evaluate the event.

3.

Dr. Benhamon is alleged to have made a series of calls to the hedge fund
clients during the period in which he updated them After some calls the
funds sold small amounts of Human Genome stock. In one instance they
did not trade. Ultimately the funds sold their positions before the January
23 announcement, avoiding a substantial loss. Later they again
established positions in the stock of the company.

4.

Dr. Benhamou pleaded guilty to a four count information. He is scheduled
to be sentenced on October 20, 2011. The SEC case is pending.

5.

A related case is U. S. v. Skowron, No. 1:11-cr-00699 (S.D.N.Y.).
Defendant Joseph Skowron was furnished the inside information by Dr.
Benhamon. He pleaded guilty to a one count information charging
conspiracy to insider trade and to obstruct justice. Sentencing is scheduled
for November 18, 2011.

The SEC in court: Recent court rulings in insider trading cases
A.

Most SEC insider trading cases settle. In the few that the Commission litigated in
2010 the rulings and verdicts obtained by the agency were mixed.

B.

Rulings or verdicts favorable to the SEC.
1.

SEC v. Gowrish, 09-5883 (N.D. Cal.) is an action against Vinayak
Gowrish, a former private equity associate at TPG Capital, L.P., a hedge
fund.

2.

The complaint alleged that Mr. Vinayak misappropriated information from
his employer about three take over transactions and tipped a friend who
then tipped others.

3.

Following a jury trial Mr. Vinayak was found liable.

4.

The court entered a final judgment enjoining Mr. Vinayak from future
violations of Exchange Act Section 10(b). The order also directed that he
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pay $12,000 in disgorgement along with interest and a $100,000 civil
penalty.
C.

SEC v. Teo, 04 Civ. 1815 (D. N.J. Filed April 22, 2004) is an action in which a
Newark, N.J. jury found Alfred S. Teo liable for insider trading. It also found the
M.A.A.A. Trust, an entity for his children, liable for disclosure violations.
1.

The Commission’s complaint centers on two take-overs and disclosure
violations. The first involved a tender offer for Musicland Stores
Corporation. The second involved the acquisition of C-Cube
Microsystems, Inc.

2.

Mr. Teo was the largest shareholder in Musicland. Prior to the
announcement of a tender offer by Best Buy for Musicland he learned
about the proposed transaction through several confidential
communications with senior management in the fall of 2000, according to
the complaint.

3.

Initially, the CFO and General Counsel told him that an undisclosed buyer
was planning an offer. Mr. Teo later acknowledged this fact to an
investment banking firm he held discussions with about conducting a
leveraged buyout of the company.

4.

Subsequently, the CEO of the company told him a bid by Best Buy had
been delayed for a short period. The CFO later confirmed that the bid
would proceed. Mr. Teo told management he supported it.

5.

After learning about the tender offer, and before the announcement, Mr.
Teo began buying Musicland shares. Overall he purchased 45,000 shares.
He also tipped several others. Musicland announced on December 7, 2000
that it would be acquired after which the share price increased 30%. Mr.
Teo sold his shares at a profit of $185,275.0. Eight others he tipped had
profits of over $1.1 million, according to the complaint.

6.

The MAAA trust also held a substantial number of shares of Musicland.
The trust, along with Mr. Teo and another, filed a Schedule 13D which
falsely disclosed their holdings. This permitted them to avoid triggering
the Musicland poison pill. False reports were also filed in violation of
Exchange Act Section 16(a). This stock was later sold at a profit of $22
million.

7.

Teo also engaged in insider trading and illegal tipping in connection with
the acquisition of C-Cube. That acquisition was announced on March 26,
2001. Mr. Teo learned about C-Cube through his board position with
Cirrus Logic, Inc. At the time the company was considering acquiring CCube and another company. After learning this information Mr. Teo
purchased 35,000 shares of C-Cube stock. He also tipped another who
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purchased. Following the announcement Mr. Teo sold his shares at a profit
of $180,012 while his tippee had profits of $115, 155.
8.
D.

E.

The court will determine remedies at a later date.

SEC v Cuban, 520 F. 3rd 551 (5th Cir. 2010) is an insider trading enforcement
action against Mark Cuban. The SEC won a significant victor in the Fifth Circuit,
obtaining a reversal of the district court’s order dismissing the complaint.
1.

The action centers on a 2004 PIPE offering. Mr. Cuban, who held a 6.3%
stake in Mama.com learned there was to be an offering from company
officials after he agreed to keep the information confidential. After a
second conversation with company officials Mr. Cuban sold all of his
shares prior to the public announcement of the offering. He avoided a
substantial loss.

2.

The district court dismissed the complaint holding that there was no
breach of duty. While there was an agreement to maintain the
confidentiality of the information, it did not preclude trading.

3.

The Fifth Circuit reversed. The court held that all inferences must be
drawn in favor of the plaintiff on a motion to dismiss. Read in this
context, the complaint was sufficient.

SEC v. Suman, Case No. 07 Civ. 6625 (S.D.N.Y. Filed July 24, 2007) is a “pillow
talk” insider trading case involving a husband and wife, Shane Bashir Suman and
Monie Rahman. The couple maintains separate residences. She lives in North
Logan, Utah and he lives in Ontario, Canada.
1.

Mr. Suman worked as an information technology specialist for MDS
Sciex, a division of MDS, In. MDS announced a friendly tender offer for
Molecular Devices Corporation, a NASDAQ listed company, on January
29, 2007. The announcement was followed by a 45% increase in the share
price.

2.

During the negotiations that lead to the transaction Mr. Suman was asked
at one point about significantly increasing the capacity of the e-mail
system. At another he worked for several hours on a blackberry belonging
to a negotiation team member that contained information about the deal
and identified the bidder. Later he was asked to retrieve a document
which had the deal announcement. That night he talked with his wife for
100 minutes.

3.

The morning after the phone call the couple began purchasing shares and
options through the wife’s E-trade Canada account. Within two days they
had purchases options valued at $103,516 and 12,000 shares for
$287,758.54. After the announcement the position was sold at a profit of
$1,039,440. Previously the account had been used for small amounts of
-7-

trading. IN a subsequent interview with the Ontario Securities
Commission Mr. Suman denied having any knowledge but had deleted his
computer files before producing it. In the SEC’s enforcement action the
couple invoked the Fifth Amendment.
4.

F.

G.

The court granted summary judgment in favor of the SEC. First, it drew
and adverse inference from the refusal to testify although the court noted
this was not sufficient to justify summary judgment. Second, the court
noted that the husband had access to the information. Third, the trading
pattern was telling because it was unusual. The court entered an
injunction and ordered the couple to pay disgorgement on a joint and
several basis which it wanted distributed to the victims. To “calibrate” the
penalty, the court ordered the husband to pay a $2 million civil penalty
and the wife a $1 million penalty.

SEC v. Dorozhko, Civil Action No. 07 Civ. 9606 (S.D.N.Y. March 2010) is a case
in which the Commission won a summary judgment motion.
1.

The complaint alleged that Oleksandr Dorozhko hacked into a computer
system and used the information to trade. Initially the district court
dismissed the complaint, concluding that there was no deception.

2.

The Second Circuit reversed and remanded the case to the district court for
further consideration. The court held that since a computer “hacker”
essentially deceives the computer system to gain access that this may be
sufficient. The issue was left for the district court.

3.

On remand the district court granted summary judgment in favor of the
SEC. The motion was not opposed.

SEC v. Northern, Civil Acton No. 05-CV-10983 (D. Mass. Filed May 12, 2005) is
an action against Seven Northern, a former executive at Massachusetts Financial
Services. Mr. Northern is the last defendant to resolve a long running insider
trading case.
1.

According to the SEC Mr. Northern was provided with material nonpublic information from an agent who attended the Treasury Department’s
quarterly refunding press conference. At the October 31, 2003 conference
Treasury announced that it would suspend issuance of the 30 year bond
later that morning. The information was embargoed until 10:00 a.m.

2.

Mr. Northern is alleged to have obtained the information from the agent
who attended.

3.

Mr. Northern, and two other traders at MFS to whom he gave the
information, traded for three MFS funds. When the news was made public
the price of the bonds soared. The three funds made profits of $3.1
million.
-8-

H.

4.

Initially, Mr. Northern was named in an SEC suit filed in the Southern
District of New York along with others. Mr. Northern persuaded the
Commission to dismiss that case and re-file in Boston. The others settled
with the SEC and pleaded guilty to criminal charges.

5.

Mr. Northern tried the case to a jury which concluded in June 2009 that he
was liable. In January 2010 Mr. Northern settled, consenting to the entry
of a permanent injunction prohibiting future violations of Exchange Act
Section 10(b). He also agreed to pay a civil penalty of $460,000.

Cases in which the SEC did not prevail
1.

SEC v. Rorech, Civil Action No. 09 iv. 4329 (S.D.N.Y.). This is the first
SEC enforcement action for insider trading based on securities based
swaps. Following a bench trial on the merits the court found in favor of
the defendants and against the SEC.
a.

The defendants were Jon-Paul Rorech, a trader in the high yield
bond sales group at Deutsche Bank, and Renato Negrin, a portfolio
manager for Millennium Partners, L.P., a New York based hedge
fund.

b.

The complaint claimed that Mr. Rorech misappropriated inside
information and then furnished it to Mr. Negrin in two unrecorded
cell phone calls on July 14 and 17 2006. The information
supposedly concerned amendments to a bond offering for VNU
N.V., a Dutch media holding company. As a result, the complaint
alleges, Mr. Negrin bought two VNU credit default swaps on
behalf of Millennium on July 17 and 18, 2008. Following a July
24, 2006 announcement that VNU’s bond offering would be
amended, the price of the VNU CDSs increased substantially.
Millennium sold its holdings for a profit of about $1.2 million.

c.

The court rejected the defendants’ claim that the case should be
dismissed for lack of jurisdiction. “When Congress passed the
Commodity Futures Modernization Act of 2000 it provided that
Section 10(b) would prohibit fraud, manipulation and insider
trading as to “securities-based swap agreement . . .” as defined in
Section 206B of the Graham-Leach-Bliley Act. Under that Act a
security-based swap agreement is one “in which a material term is
based on the price, value or volatility of any security or any group
or index of securities . . . “ Here, the CDS are a swap agreement
within the meaning of the Act. Since the price of those CDS is
based on the spread for the VNU bonds, trading in the instruments
is covered by Section 10(b) the court held.
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d.

I.

J.

The court rejected the Commission’s insider trading claim, ruling
that there was a failure of proof. The critical question where was if
the bond offering was going to be restructured. There were
widespread rumors in the market that potential purchasers wanted
it restructured. The Commission argued that in fact Mr. Rorech
told Mr. Negrin in an unrecorded cell phone call that it would be,
thereby misappropriating material non-public information. The
call, which neither remembered, was suspicious since both were
talking on phones that were recorded and after hanging up spoke
on their cell phones. However, the evidence demonstrated that the
decision to restructure the bond offering was made after the cell
phone call. In addition, Mr. Rorech had spoken with his supervisor
about the bond offering before the call and told them that
participants in the offering were interested in a restructuring and
that he was sharing that information with others. This was typical
in this market.

SEC v. Obus, Case No. 1:06-cv-3150 (S.D.N.Y.) is an insider trading case against
Thomas Strickland, an employee of GE Capital Corp. along with Peter Black, an
employee of Wynnefield Capital, Inc. and Nelson Obus a manager at Wynnefield.
The three defendants were found not liable following a bench trial.
1.

The action centered on the acquisition of SunSource by Allied Capital
Corp. in 2001. According to the SEC Mr. Strickland, a member of the GE
Capital team underwriting the deal, tipped his friend Peter Black who in
turn passed the information on to Mr. Obus who purchased SunSource
shares. He made a profit of $1.34 million on the transaction.

2.

The court held that Mr. Strickland did not violate any duty and that there
was no deception. No confidentiality agreement existed to suggest Mr.
Strickland was a temporary insider of SunSource and GE Capital did not
have any confidentiality policy that was breached. This case is on appeal
before the Second Circuit Court of Appeals.

SEC v. Berlacher, Civil Action No. 07-3800 (E.D. Pa. Filed Sept. 13, 2007). This
is an action against Robert Berlacher and his hedge funds alleging violations of
the registration provisions and insider trading in connection with a PIPE offering.
1.

The SEC claimed that over a five year period Mr. Berlacher and his funds
implemented an unlawful trading scheme which yielded $1.7 million in
ill-gotten gains by investing in PIPE offerings without market risk. The
SEC argued that the defendants violated Securities Act Section 5 by
shorting the issuer’s stock after learning about the PIPE and then covering
with shares from the resale registration statement. The Commission also
argued that this constituted insider trading.

2.

Prior to trial the court dismissed the Section 5 claim.
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3.

K.

Mixed results
1.

IV.

After trial the court found against the SEC on the insider trading charges.
With respect to one PIPE the court held the information about it was
immaterial. This was an unusual offering where the insiders were selling
their shares. As to each offering the court concluded that the evidence as
to the terms of the confidentiality was too vague. It was all oral. The SEC
did prevail on claims that Mr. Berlacher had misrepresented the position
he held in the issuer’s stock in entering into the agreements.

SEC v. De la Maza, Case No. 09-21977 (S.D. Fla.) is an insider trading
action against Alberto Perez and Dr. Sebastian De La Maza. Following a
trial the jury returned a verdict against the SEC and in favor of Dr.
Sebastian De La Maza and in favor of the SEC and against Alberto Perez.
a.

The case centered on the acquisition of Neff Corporation, an
equipment rental company, by Odyssey Investment Partners, LlC,
a private equity fund. The transaction was announced on April 7,
2005.

b.

In February 2005 Neff and Odyssey executed a letter of intent. Due
diligence began in March 2005. When the deal was announced the
share price increased 51%. According to the SEC Mr. Perez is a
business associate and close friend of Neff’s CEO. While working
in an office at Neff’s headquarters two doors from the acquisition
due diligence teams, he learned about the deal according to the
complaint. He subsequently purchased $282,000 of Neff stock.

c.

Dr. Sebastian De la Maza, the father-in-law of Neff’s CEO,
learned about the deal from his daughter who is married to the
CEO according to the SEC. The Doctor denied this claim.

d.

The complaint alleged violations of Exchange Act Section 10(b).
Previously another defendant, Thomas Borell had prevailed on a
summary judgment motion. At that time the motion of Dr. De la
Maza was denied.

Aggressive insider trading enforcement.
A.

The SEC has been aggressive in bringing civil insider trading cases. In some
instances, the cases have been built on little more than the basic facts about a
significant corporate event and trading in relation to that event. In some of these
cases, the complaint is filed within days of the event, typically to freeze the
transfer of the trading profits. In some instances the Commission has not been
able to even identify the traders at the time the complaint has been filed.

B.

Suspicious trading cases: The SEC has brought a series of cases based on little
more than the trading. SEC v. Garcia, Civil Action No. 10C 5268 (N.D. Ill. Filed
-11-

Aug. 20, 2010). The Commission settled with defendant Jose Fernandez Garcia.
Defendant Martin Carlo Sanchez is litigating the case.

C.

D.

1.

The complaint alleges insider trading in advance of the announcement of
the bid by Potash Corporation for BHP Billton Plc. Both men took large
positions in the options market shortly prior to the deal announcement

2.

Both traded through Interactive Brokers. Both profited following the deal
announcement.

3.

To settle Mr. Garcia consented to the entry of a permanent injunction
prohibiting future violations of Exchange Act Sections 10(b) and 14(e).
He also agreed to disgorge his trading profits of $576,033 and pay a civil
penalty of $50,000.

SEC v. Compania International Financier S.A., Civil Action No. 11 CV 4904
(S.D.N.Y. Filed July 15, 2011).
1.

The case centers on the July 11, 2011 announcement by Lonza Group Ltd.
that it planned to acquire Arch Chemicals Inc. Defendant CIF has offices
in Geneva, Switzerland as do defendants Coudree Capital Gestion S.A.
and Chartwell Asset Management Services. Yomi Rodrik, a Turkish
national, is alleged to own and/or control CIF and Coudree. Mr. Rodrik
has been “sued in the past by the SEC for trading violations.”

2.

All of the trading in the case involved the purchase of the common shares
of Arch on July 5 and 8 through the London offices of various brokerages.
In total the defendants acquired just under one million shares.

3.

The complaint, which alleges violations of Exchange Act Section 10(b),
states that a search of available information established that there was no
news of the take-over available prior to the deal announcement. The share
price of the company, however, appreciated significantly prior to the
announcement of the deal. The complaint also claims that multiple
accounts were used to conceal the trading.

4.

The Commission obtained an order freezing the assets. The case is
pending.

SEC. OneleTrading & Finance Ltd., 10 Civ. 9159 (S.D.N.Y. Filed Dec. 8, 2010)
is an insider trading case initially brought against unknown traders. The action
centered on trading in advance of the December 2, 2010 announcement that
PepsiCo, Inc. would acquire a 66% interest in Wimm-Bill-Dann Foods OJSC.
1.

The initial complaint alleged that unknown purchasers placed orders to
buy 107,500 ADRs on November 29, 2010, another 132,000 on November
30 and an additional 160,000 on December 1. Following the deal
announcement the traders had profits of about $2.7 million.
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E.

F.

2.

Recently the Commission amended its complaint and named Onele as a
defendant. That firm traded through an account maintained at SG Private
Banking (Suisse) SA in Geneva, Switzerland and placed orders for
400,000 of the ADRs in the three day time period.

3.

The company resolved the case by consenting to the entry of a permanent
injunction prohibiting future violations of Exchange Act Section 10(b).
The company also agreed to pay disgorgement in the amount of
$2,864,638 and a civil penalty in the same amount. The sums will be paid
from the assets frozen at the time the Commission filed its initial action.

SEC v. One or More Unknown Purchasers of Securities of Telvent GIT S.A., Civil
Action 11 Civ. 3794 9S.D.N.Y. Filed June 3, 2011) is an action which centers on
the June 1, 2011 announcement that Schneider Electric S.A., a French company,
would acquire Telvent, a company based in Madrid, Spain.
1.

Between April 29, 2011 and May 27, 2011 unknown purchasers bought
1,200 Telvent call options through an account at Pershing LLC. About two
thirds of the options were purchased within two trading days of the
announcement, representing in one instance about 52% of the daily
volume for a series.

2.

Following the purchases the price of the call options increased
significantly. In one instance it was up 480%. After the deal
announcement the account had trading profits of about $475,000.

3.

The Commission filed its action two days later, obtaining an order
freezing the assets and directing the account holders to identify
themselves. Expedited discovery was also ordered.

SEC v. One or More Unknown Purchasers of Securities of Martek Biosciences
Corporation, Case No. 10 Civ. 9527 (S.D.N.Y. Filed Dec. 22, 2010) is a case
where the SEC filed its action just days after the event in order to freeze trading
profits of persons as yet to be identified.
1.

On December 21, 2010 Royal DSM N.V., a Dutch company, announced it
would acquire all of the outstanding shares of Maryland based Martek
Biosciences Corporation at a 35% premium to market. The announcement
resulted in a share price increase of 36%.

2.

Between December 10, 2010 and December 15, 2010, 2,616 Martek call
options were purchased through an account at UBS. Those purchases
represented over 90% of the volume for those contract days.

3.

Following the deal announcement the account had an unrealized profit of
$1.2 million.
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G.

H.

4.

The SEC filed a complaint naming the unknown trader and alleging
insider trading in violation of Exchange Act Section 10(b) two days after
the announcement of the transaction. A freeze order was secured over the
account. Lit. Rel. No. 21792 (Dec. 23, 2010). The complaint is based on
the basic facts about the deal and the trading. The investor is not identified
nor is the source of the inside information. .

5.

This case recently settled after being restyled as SEC v. Abatemarco, Civil
Action No. 10 Civ. 9527 (S.D.N.Y.). The amended complaint named Mr.
Abatemarco as a defendant. He is alleged to have obtained material nonpublic information about the pending deal from the wife of a DSM
employee working on the transaction. To resolve the action Mr.
Abatemarco consented to the entry of a permanent injunction prohibiting
future violations of Exchange Act Sections 10(b) and 14(e) and to the
entry of an order requiring him to disgorge $1,193,594 in trading profits,
pay prejudgment interest of $1,438.85 and a civil penalty of $250667.15.

SEC v. One or More Unknown Purchasers of Options of InterMune, Inc., Case
No. 10-Civ. 9560 (S.D.N.Y. Filed Dec. 23, 2010) is another case where the
complaint is based on little more than “suspicious” trading.
1.

On December 17, 2010, the European Union’s Committee for Medicinal
Products for Human Use announced that a drug of InterMune, Inc., a
biotechnology company based in Brisbane, California would be
recommended for approval. Following the announcement, the share price
for the company increased about 144%.

2.

On December 7 and 8, 2010 400 call options were cleared through UBS
Securities LLC. The purchases represented 100% and 57%, respectively,
of the volume of transactions for the two days on which they were made.

3.

On December 13, 2010 an additional 237 option contracts were cleared
through Barclays Capital, New York.

4.

Following the December 17th announcement the two accounts had
unrealized trading profits of $912,000.

5.

The SEC filed its action five days after the announcement and obtained a
freeze order over the two accounts. Litigation Release No. 21794 (Dec.
23, 2010).

Frequently these cases involve trading from overseas. For example in SEC v.
Condroyer, Case No. 1:09-cv-3600 (N.D. Ga. Filed Dec. 22, 2009) the action was
filed against two French citizens residing in Belgium, Nicolas Condroyer and
Gilles Roger.
1.

The case centers on the December 21, 2009 announcement by Chattem,
Inc. that it had agreed to be acquired by Sanofi-Aventis. Chattem is a
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manufacturer of various health care products based in Chattanooga,
Tennessee. Sanofi-Aventis is a French company based in Paris. It is one
of the world’s largest health care product companies. The take over price
was $93.50 per share, a 32.6% premium to market.

I.

2.

On December 7 and 18, 2009 Mr. Condroyer purchased 1,970 Chattem
call options for $42,000. All of the purchases were out of the money at
the time. The options were bought through an account at OptionsXpress,
Inc., an on-line brokerage firm based in Chicago. The account was
opened on November 26, 2009.

3.

On December 17, 2009 Mr. Roger purchase 940 Chattem call options for
$38,000. All of the options were out of the money. The purchases were
made through an account at optionsXpress, Inc. that had been opened on
December 8, 2009.

4.

Both defendants sold their positions the day after the announcement. Mr.
Condroyer had a profit of $2.8 million. Mr. Rogers had a profit of about
$1.4 million.

5.

The SEC filed its complaint the day after the deal announcement and
obtained a temporary freeze order over each account. The complaint does
not identify the source of the inside information or even if the two
defendants know each other. Indeed, the complaint makes it clear that the
Commission is not sure when the deal negotiations began since it alleges
on “information and belief” that they began by November 2009. No
supporting facts are alleged to support the information and belief claim.

In a number of instances, the SEC has been able to conduct discovery, identify the
traders and resolve the case. Last year the Commission successfully used this
approach in SEC v. Di Nardo, Civil Action No. 08-cv-6609 (S.D.N.Y. Filed July
25, 2008), a case initially filed in 2006 and settled last year.
1.

The complaint was initially filed as an emergency action against the
unknown purchasers of DRS Technologies, Inc. and American Power
Conversion Corporation options. Both companies were being acquired in
October 2006 by Schneider Electric S.A.

2.

In an amended complaint the SEC named Gianluca Di Nardo, an Italian
citizen, and his investment vehicle Corralero Holdings as defendants.
That complaint alleged that Mr. Di Nardo and his company were in
possession of inside information in late September when they purchased
2,400 APCC cal options for abut $299,8000. Those options were
liquidated after the deal announcement at a profit of $1.4 million. Earlier
Mr. Di Nardo had purchased DRS call options while in possession of
inside information according to the SEC. Those options were liquated
after the deal announcement at a profit of $669,750.
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3.

J.

The two defendants settled the case, consenting to the entry of permanent
injunctions prohibiting future violations of Exchange Act Section 10(b).
They also agreed to disgorge $2,110,000 along with prejudgment interest
and to pay a civil penalty of $700,000. Litigation Release No. 21687A
(Oct. 7, 2010).

Pushing the edge: In some cases the Commission pushes the edge of what
constitutes trading on inside information.
1.

In SEC v Levinberg, Case No. 10-CV-777 (S.D.N.Y. Filed Feb. 2, 2010)
presented this question.
a.

This case is based on the acquisition of Scopus Video Networks,
Ltd, an Israel company with a U.S. subsidiary whose shares are
traded on NASDAQ, by Harmonic, Inc. The transaction went
forward under a merger agreement entered into on December 22,
2008 and announced the next day.

b.

In September 2008 Scopus had approached Gilat Satellite
Networks, Ltd. about being acquired. Defendant Joshua Levinberg
is an Executive Vice President of Corporate Development and
Business Strategy of Gilat and a resident of Israel.

c.

Scopus approached Gilat in an effort to persuade them to acquire
the company. As part of the inducement Scopus furnished the
confidential business information. Although it was labeled
proprietary and a legend stated it would not be reproduced or
disclosed without permission, there was no confidentially
agreement.

d.

The approach was not successful. Scopus nevertheless continued
to pursue a deal through December 2008.

e.

Defendant purchased 102,172 shares of Scopus through a U.S.
brokerage account beginning on October 31, 2008 and continuing
through December 17, 2008. Gilat had an insider trading policy.

f.

Following the announcement that Scopus would be acquired the
share price increased by 41%. Defendant made a profit of
$187,996.48.

g.

The Commission filed an insider trading complaint against Mr.
Levinberg. He resolved that action by consenting to the entry of a
permanent injunction prohibiting future violations of antifraud
provisions of the Exchange Act. He also agreed to disgorge his
trading profits, pay prejudgment interest and a penalty equal to the
trading profits. Lit. Rel. 21405 (Feb. 3, 2010).
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2.

SEC v. Steffes, Case No. 1:10-cv-06266 (N.D. Ill. Filed Sept. 30, 2010).
This case could redraw and expand the definition of inside information.
a.

The case centers on trading by a group of family members and
their friends: Rex C. Steffes, Cliff Steffes, Rex R. Steffes, Bret W.
Steffes, Robert J. Steffes and W. Gary Griffiths.

b.

Defendant Gary Griffiths is married to the sister of his high school
class mate and long time friend Rex C. Steffes.

c.

Rex C. Steffes has three sons who are defendants: Cliff, Bret and
Rex R. His brother is defendant Robert J. Steffes.

d.

The case centers on the acquisition of Florida East Coast Railway,
LLC by Fortress Investment Group LLC which was announced on
May 8, 2007.

e.

On December 4, 2006 the company board engaged Morgan Stanley
& Co. to sell the company through a targeted auction process. By
April 13, 2007 the investment bank had obtained nine separate
acquisition proposals. One was from Fortress.

f.

Defendants Gary Griffiths and Cliff Steffes were employed by the
rail road. According to the complaint they obtained inside
information about the deal and then tipped each of the other
defendants. Each defendant is alleged to have traded. Total
trading profits were about $1.6 million.

g.

According to the complaint, Gary Griffiths and Cliff Steffes had
inside information based on the following:

h.

Gary Griffiths was a vice president and chief mechanical officer
with an office at the headquarters in Jacksonville. He reported to
the COO.

i.

Cliff Steffes was a trainman at the Bowden Rail Yard in
Jacksonville. He obtained his position with the assistance of his
uncle, Gary Griffiths.

j.

Gary Griffiths had inside information because:

k.

In early March the CFO asked him to prepare a comprehensive list
of equipment owned by the company;

l.

He became aware that there were an unusual number of yard tours
(potential bidders toured). “He believed” these were provided to
investment bankers for a possible sale;
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3.

m.

Employees asked him if the company was being sold and they
would lose their jobs; and

n.

He arranged and monitored a rail trip from the Bowden to the
Hialeah Yard for Fortress executives in a special rail car reserved
for visitors.

o.

Cliff Steffes had inside information because:

p.

There was an unusual number of yard tours involving people
dressed in business attire;

q.

Many employees who had not personally witnessed the tours
became aware of them;

r.

Shortly before the tours began a number of employees expressed
concern about the company being sold and the loss of jobs; and

s.

The tour for the Fortress executives toured the Bowden yard where
Cliff Steffes worked.

t.

Robert J. Steffes settled with the Commission, consenting to the
entry of a permanent injunction prohibiting future violations of
Exchange Act Section 10(b). He also agreed to pay disgorgement
of $104, 981 along with prejudgment interest and a civil penalty
equal to the disgorgement. Litigation Release No. 21678 (Sept.
30, 2010). The other defendants are litigating the case. See also
SEC v. Tedder, Case No. 3:08-CV-1013 (N.D. Tex. Filed June 17,
2008) (insider trading case against two employees and their
tippees; the employees observed a trading black out, an executive
tour and repeated closed door meetings by the GC; an inadvertent
e-mail by the CEO regarding due diligence; and rumors; all but
one defendant settled who lost after a jury trial).

SEC v. Ni, Case No. CV 11 0708 (N.D. Cal. Filed Feb. 16, 2011); Lit. Rel.
No. 21859 (Feb. 16, 2011). Defendant Zhenyu Ni is an IT Team Lead
Manger for a public company. His sister was employed by Bare
Essentials, Inc., a cosmetics company with its principal office in San
Francisco, California. The sister was the Director of Tax for Bare
Essentials.
a.

In November 2009 the sister began work on due diligence in
connection with a potential acquisition of the company by Shiseido
Co., Ltd, a large Japan based cosmetics manufacturer. As part of
her work she had access to the deal’s data room which contained
confidential information.
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4.

b.

In early December Mr. Ni visited his sister at her office. During the
visit she took “several phone calls” according to the complaint.
During the calls his sister spoke “key words” such as “due
diligence file,” “potential buyer” and “merger structure.” Mr. Ni
realized from looking around the office and the fact that she
received “numerous” phone calls that “she was very busy at work.”

c.

On December 10 Mr. Ni purchased 1,000 shares of Bare Essentials
through his father’s brokerage account. Subsequently he also made
four purchases of Bare Essentials securities for his account on
December 16, 22, 23 and 31. In each instance he bought 3,000
share blocks of the then NASDAQ listed securities. Mr. Ni’s last
purchase was on January 14, 2010 when he acquired 280 call
options for his account and that of his father. The trades were made
while in possession of material non-public information
misappropriated from Mr. Ni’s sister and in violation of his duty of
confidentiality to his sister according to the SEC. The sister also
had a duty of confidentiality to the company.

d.

Following the close of the market on January 14 Shiseido
announced a tender offer for the shares of Bare Essentials. Mr. Ni
sold the securities the next day for a profit of $157,066. By the end
of the day the share price had increased by 42%.

e.

Mr. Ni settled the Commission’s claims which were based on
alleged violations of Exchange Act Sections 10(b) and 14(e). He
consented to the entry of a permanent injunction prohibiting future
violations of each section cited in the complaint. In addition, he
agreed to pay $157,615 in disgorgement and prejudgment interest
and a civil penalty in the same amount. Mr. Ni’s sister was not
charged.

SEC v. Carroll, Case No. 3:11-cv-00165 (W.D. Ky. Filed March 17,
2011). The complaint alleges insider trading based on the possession of
material non-public information regarding the take over of Steel
Technologies, Inc. by Mitsui & Co. Named as defendants are four
employees of Steel Technologies, Patrick Carroll, William Carroll, David
Stitt and David Calcutt. Each traded. Also named as defendants are four
alleged tippees: James Carroll (son of Patrick), John Monroe (friend of
Christopher Calcutt) , Stephen Somers (friend of John Monroe) and
Christopher Calcutt (brother of David Calcutt). Each traded.
a.

None of the employee defendants were “over the wall,” that is, part
of the deal team. There is no allegation that any of the employee
defendants misappropriated the inside information. If they do not
have inside information then clearly the tippees do not.
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5.

b.

The complaint alleges two key sources. For three of the four
employee defendants the source is, according to the SEC, Steel
Technologies then President and COO Michael Carroll who is now
the President and CEO. He is not named as a defendant. He is the
brother of Patrick and Tad and uncle of James. Michael was
involved in the transaction according to the complaint. Each
employee defendant reported to Michael. The complaint
specifically identifies him as the source for:

c.

David Calcutt: After detailing earlier trades unrelated to the case
where the Commission suggests he had inside information, the
complaint states that “[a]s a result of one or more of his
communications with Michael . . .Calcutt learned material
nonpublic information . . . “ about the deal;

d.

Patrick Carroll: After noting that Mitsui representatives toured
several company facilities including one where Patrick worked the
complaint claims that “[a]s a result of those tours and one or more
communications with his brother Michael . .. Patrick learned
material nonpublic information . . . “ about the deal; and

e.

William “Tad” Carroll: After alleging that on prior occasions not
related to the case Michael had given him confidential information,
the complaint states that as a result of “communications with his
brother Michael . . . Tad learned material nonpublic information
about the forthcoming … “ deal.

f.

The source for David Stitt is also identified but is nameless. In this
regard the complaint claims that Mr. Stitt made numerous
telephone calls to and from individuals at the corporate
headquarters after learning that he might have to make what was
characterized as an unusual trip there on short notice. Then in the
space of a few minutes he received five consecutive calls from the
same number at corporate headquarters. This was also “unusual”
according to the complaint. Trading commenced. There is no
information about the telephone number, identification of the
person to whom it belongs or the individual on the other end of the
five calls.

g.

The case is in litigation

SEC v. Knight, Civ. 2:11-cv-00973 (D. Ariz. Filed May 18, 2011) is a
settled action against Mary Beth Knight, a senior vice president of Choice
Hotels, and her long time friend, Rebecca Norton.
a.

On June 22, 2006 Ms. Knight attended a meeting for senior
executives. During the meeting earnings projections for the quarter
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were discussed based on materials the executives had been
furnished. The projections estimated that the company would fail
to meet street expectations by one cent.

6.

b.

In an earlier period the market had reacted adversely when the
company did not meet street expectations.

c.

Subsequently, Ms. Knight told her friend Rebecca who, between
June 26 and July 7 sold 3,229 shares of Choice Hotels stock. She
also sold shares short. Ms. Knight sold 12,000 shares of company
stock on June 27, 2006.

d.

When the earnings announcement was released the share price
dropped the next day nearly 25%. As a result Ms. Norton avoided
losses of $65,747 and made a profit on her short position of
$7,690. Ms. Knight avoided losses of $140,400.

e.

Both defendants settled, consenting to the entry of a permanent
injunction prohibiting future violations of Securities Act Section
17(a) and Exchange Act Section 10(b). In addition, Ms. Knight
agreed to disgorge the loss avoided of $140,400. That obligation
was deemed satisfied by the fact that Ms. Knight had previously
given this amount to the company. Ms. Knight also agreed to
disgorge the losses avoided and profits made by her friend and pay
a penalty of $185,111. Ms. Norton agreed to pay a civil penalty in
an amount determined by the court.

SEC v. Doyle, Civil Action No. 11-cv-4964 (S.D.N.Y. July 20, 1011)
centers on the acquisition of Brink’s Home Security by Tyco International,
Inc. on January 18, 2010.
a.

Prior to the announcement defendant Robert Doyle obtained inside
information about the transaction from a person identified as one
of Tyco’s investment bankers, according to the SEC.

b.

Specifically, the SEC alleged that Mr. Doyle obtained inside
information as a result of:
(i)

A reference by the Banker that he was traveling on Tyco’s
plane to Boca Raton and the fact that Mr. Doyle knew he
often worked on mergers;

(ii)

A document the banker inadvertently left at his home
which identified Tyco as the “Acquirer” and Brink’s as
“Target;” and
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(iii)

V.

Changes in the Banker’s travel plans gleaned from a phone
conversation which suggested to Mr. Doyle that the
transaction was imminent.

c.

After obtaining this information Mr. Doyle, on January 14 and 15,
2010, purchased call options and 250 Brink’s shares in breach of
his duty to the Banker.

d.

Following the deal announcement the share price for Brink’s stock
increased over 30%. Mr. Doyle sold the options and exchanged his
shares under the terms of the deal. Overall Mr. Doyle had profits of
$88,555.

e.

Mr. Doyle settled with the SEC by consenting to the entry of a
permanent injunction prohibiting future violations of Exchange
Act Section 10(b). He also agreed to disgorge his trading profits
and pay a civil penalty of $44,277.50.

Market professionals
A.

Insider trading cases involving market professionals frequently center on insider
trading rings in which a securities professional with access to inside information
such as merger negotiations repeatedly tip others. These cases tend to involve
civil and criminal prosecutions.
1.

SEC v. Hollander, Civil Action No. 11-CV-2885 (S.D.N.Y. Filed April
28, 2011) is a settled insider trading action against Jonathan Hollander, a
former hedge fund professional.
a.

The case centers on the acquisition of Albertsons, LLC by a group
of buyers announced on January 23, 2006. Prior to the
announcement Mr. Hollander learned about the deal from a friend
employed by Albertsons financial advisor. Subsequently, Mr.
Hollander told a family member and a friend. Each traded in the
securities of Albertsons. Mr. Hollander purchased shares of stock
while the family member and friend each acquired options.

b.

After the deal announcement each trader sold yielding profits for
Mr. Hollander of $17,742, for the family member of $72,815 and
the of friend, $5,250.

c.

Mr. Hollander settled the case, consenting to the entry of a
permanent injunction prohibiting future violations of Exchange
Act Sections 10(b). He also agreed to pay $95,807 in disgorgement
plus prejudgment interest and a civil penalty equal to the amount
of the disgorgement.
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2.

3.

U.S. v. Bauer, Mag. No. 11-3536 (D. N.J. Filed April 6, 2011); SEC v.
Kluger, Case No. 11-cv-1936 (D. N.J. Filed April 6, 2011). These cases
name as defendants Matthew Kluger, an attorney who worked at three
prominent law firms, and Garrett Bauer, a professional stock trader.
a.

At the center of the case is a person identified as CC-1, a friend of
each defendant. According to the criminal complaint, the insider
trading scheme began in 1994 and continued until 1999 when it
stopped for a period. During this time Mr. Kluger generally
furnished inside information from merger deals he worked on to
CC-1 who in turn passed to Mr. Bauer who traded.

b.

The scheme halted because of concerns about being apprehended.
In the initial period of the scheme the men traded in five take over
stocks. Mr. Kluger left the law firm where he was employed in
2001.

c.

The second phase of the scheme began in May 2006 shortly after
Mr. Kluger took a position with another firm. It continued through
February 2011. During this period, the group invested over $109
million in eleven take-over stocks, reaping $32,365,000 in trading
profits.

d.

The scheme unraveled in March 2011 when the IRS and FBI
executed a search warrant at the residence of CC-1. Subsequently,
CC-1 taped conversations separately with Mr. Kluger and Mr.
Bauer. On the tapes, portions of which are quoted in the criminal
complaint, the two defendants discuss the insider trading and the
destruction of evidence.

e.

The criminal complaint charges the two men with one count of
conspiracy to commit securities fraud, eleven counts of securities
fraud and one count of conspiracy to commit money laundering. In
addition, each defendant has been charged with two counts of
obstruction. It also seeks the forfeiture of eight bank or securities
accounts and a sum of money equal to $685,000.

f.

The SEC’s complaint alleges violations of Exchange Act Sections
10(b) and 14(e). Both cases are pending.

U.S. v. Johnson (E.D. Va. May 25, 2011) is an action in which Donald
Johnson pleaded guilty to one count of securities fraud.
a.

Mr. Johnson is a former managing director on NASDAQ’s market
intelligence desk in New York. During the time period of this case
he was a member of NASDAQ’s Corporate Client Group.
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4.

5.

b.

On eight different occasions he traded on inside information
entrusted to him by various companies as a result of his position,
according to the court papers. The trades, placed between 2006
and 2009, yielded about $640,000 in profits. Mr. Johnson typically
placed small trades that he thought would escape notice through
his wife’s account.

c.

He was sentenced to 42 months in prison.

SEC v. Liang, Case 8:11-cv-00819 (D. Md. Filed March 29, 2011) and
U.S. v. Liang (D. Md. Filed March 29, 2011) are actions against FDA
chemist Cheng Yi Liang.
a.

The criminal case also names his son as a defendant. Mr. Lang is
alleged to have used confidential information from the FDA to
trade in the stock of pharmaceutical companies. Overall he made
profits of $3.6 million from trades placed through several accounts
he controlled.

b.

The criminal complaint charges the father and son with conspiracy
to commit securities and wire fraud, securities fraud and wire fraud
relating to their trading in the securities of five companies.

c.

The SEC complaint against the father alleges violations of
Securities Act Section 17(a) and Exchange Act Section 10(b). It is
based on trading in advance of 27 announcements involving 19
stocks. A civil forfeiture action was also filed. All three cases are
pending.

SEC v. Poteroba (S.D.N.Y. Filed March 24, 2010) and the parallel
criminal case, U.S. v. Poteroba (S.D.N.Y. Filed March 24, 2010) are
actions involving market professionals alleged to have repeatedly traded
on misappropriated inside information.
a.

The defendants are Igor Poteroba, a managing director at UBS
Securities in their Healthcare Group; Alexei Koval, previously
employed at Citigroup Asset Management; and Alexander
Vorobiev. All three defendants are Russian nationals.

b.

Mr. Poteroba is alleged to have provided inside information to Mr.
Koval beginning in 2005 and continuing through February 2009.

c.

According to the papers in the criminal case the inside information
concerned pending mergers involving six companies: Guiford
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Molecular Devices Corporation, PharmaNet
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., and Indevus Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
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B.

d.

The criminal information contains one count of conspiracy and
three counts of securities fraud.

e.

Overall the trading is alleged to have generated about $870,000 in
illegal profits.

f.

The SEC complaint is based on the same scheme but adds tips on
five additional deals. Those concern ID Biomedical Corporation,
ViaCell, Inc., Radiation Therapy Services, Inc., Datascope Corp.
and Sciele Pharma, Inc. This version of the scheme is alleged to
have generated over $1 million in illegal trading profits. The
Commission’s complaint alleges violations of Exchange Act
Sections 10(b) and 14(e). Both cases are in litigation.

In some instances market professionals are alleged to have used their position as
insiders to trade.
1.

2.

SEC v. Garcia, Civil Action No. 10C 5268 (N.D. Ill. Filed Aug. 20, 2010)
is an action against defendants Juan Jose Fernandez Garcia the Head of
European Equity Derivatives at Banco Santander, S.A. and Luis Martin
Caro Sanchez. Both defendants reside in Madrid, Spain.
a.

The action centers on the unsolicited bid for Potash Corporation of
Saskatchewan by BHP Billiton Plc announced on August 17, 2010.
BHP offered a 16% premium to market which caused the share
price to rise by 27%. Potash was advised by Banco Santander.

b.

Before the bid Mr. Garcia purchased 282 Potash call options for
$13,669. After the announcement they were sold at a profit of
$576,033. Mr. Sanchez purchased 331 call options in Potash in
mid-“August at a cost of $47499. Both purchases were through
Interactive Brokers. Mr. Sanchez sold his position after the
announcement for $496,953.33. The complaint alleges violations
of Exchange Act Sections 10(b) and 14(e).

In the Matter of David W Baldt, Adm. Proc. File No. 3-13887 (Filed May
11, 2010). Mr. Baldt was a portfolio manager for two municipal bond
funds sponsored by Schroder Investment Management, North America.
Several members of his family held positions in the funds.
a.

As the market deteriorated in mid-September 2008 one family
ember called for advice. Mr. Baldt noted that if her concerns were
preventing her from sleeping she should sell her position and buy
Treasury Bills. He also noted that a second family member should
do the same.

b.

As market conditions continued to decline Schroder learned of a
potential $12 million redemption which was about 8% of the total
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assets of one fund. Management directed Mr. Baldt and his team
to liquidate the securities – a directive he disputed.

3.

C.

c.

In October when the family member called again for advice he told
her to consider selling her position and emphasized that she should
“go the full route.” He also told her to share the advice with
another family member.

d.

The Order alleges violations of Securities Act Section 17(a),
Exchange Act Section 10(b) and Advisers Act Section 206. The
case is in litigation.

SEC v. Marquardt, Civil Action No. 10-10073 (D Mass. Jan. 20, 2010) is
a settled action against Charles Marquardt, the former Senior Vice
President and Chief Administrative Officer for operations of Boston-based
Evergreen Investment Management Co., LLC.
a.

In June 2008 Mr. Marquardt learned the Ultra Fund may soon
reduce the value assigned to several of its mortgage backed
securities holdings. That action would reduce NAV.

b.

The next day Mr. Marquardt and a family member redeemed all of
their Ultra Fund Shares.

c.

Later the same month Evergreen announced that Ultra fund would
be liquidated. As a result of the trades defendant and his family
members avoided losses of, respectively, $4,803 and $14,304.

d.

Mr. Marquardt resolves the case by consenting to the entry of a
permanent injunction prohibiting future violations of the antifraud
provisions. He also agreed to pay disgorgement of $19,107 with
includes the avoided losses for his account and the family member
along with prejudgment interest. He also agreed to pay a civil
penalty equal to the total amount of the disgorgement.

e.

In a related administrative proceeding he consented to being barred
from association with any broker, dealer, or investment adviser
with the right to reapply after two years. See also Litg. Rel. 21383
(Jan. 20, 2010).

Other professionals such as accountants and attorneys frequently have access to
inside information.
1.

SEC v. Flanagan, Civil Action No. 10-CV-4885 (N.D. Ill. Filed Aug. 4,
2010) is an action against a father and son. The father is Thomas P.
Flanagan, CPA and former Vice Chairman of Deloitte, resident in the
firm’s Chicago office. His son is Patrick, the COO of a private company
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in the health care business. The case follows a private damage action filed
by the accounting firm against Mr. Flanagan.

2.

a.

Between 2005 and 2009 Mr. Flanagan is alleged to have traded on
inside information nine times. In each instance the information
was obtained through his position at Deloitte. It concerned Bet
Buy Co., Motorola, Inc., Walgreens Company, Option Care, Inc.,
and Sears Holding Corporation. In each instance it was “market
moving” information.

b.

Mr. Flanagan used several different accounts to make 71
purchases. To conceal his scheme he failed to report the trades as
required, lied to the firm about his compliance with its
independence policies and gave false information to its personal
income tax preparers about the identity of the companies whose
securities he traded. He had trading profit of about $430,000.

c.

Mr. Flanagan also tipped his son on occasion. He traded and made
profits of about $57,000.

d.

The action was resolved with each defendant consenting to the
entry of a permanent injunction prohibiting future violations of
Exchange Act Sections 10(b) and 14(e). Thomas Flanagan agreed
to pay disgorgement and prejudgment interest of 4557,158 and a
penalty of $493,884. His son agreed to pay disgorgement and
prejudgment interest of $65,614 and a penalty of $57,656.

e.

In a separate administrative proceeding Mr. Flanagan consented to
the entry of an order denying him the right to appear and practice
before the Commission as an accountant. Lit. Rel. 21612 (Aug. 4,
2010).

SEC v. Gansman, Civil Action No. 08-CV-4918 (S.D.N.Y. Filed May 18,
2008) is an insider trading case against James Gansman and Donna
Murdoch. Mr. Gansman was an attorney at the Transaction Advisory
Services group of Ernst & Young. Ms. Murdoch is his former stock
broker and close friend.
a.

Mr. Gansman is alleged to have tipped Ms. Murdoch concerning at
least seven different acquisition targets of E&Y clients.

b.

Ms. Murdoch traded on each tip and also tipped her father. In
addition she recommended trading in two stocks to others who
traded.

c.

To settle, each defendant consented to the entry of a permanent
injunction prohibiting future violations of Exchange Act Sections
10(b) and 14(e). Mr. Gansman also agreed to pay disgorgement of
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$233,385 along with prejudgment interest. Ms. Murcoch agreed
to pay disgorgement of $339,110 along with prejudgment interest.
Mr. Gansman also agreed to the entry of an order barring him form
appearing or practicing before the Commission as an attorney. Ms.
Murdoch agreed to the entry of an order barring her from
associating with any broker or dealer.

3.

d.

Mr. Gansman previously was convicted on parallel criminal
charges and sentenced to serve a year and a day in prison. Ms.
Murdoch pleaded guilty to a seventeen count superseding
information in December 2008. check sentencing.

e.

See also SEC v. Hansen, Civil Action No. 10-CV-5050 (E.D. Pa.
Filed Sept. 27, 2010) which is an insider trading action against
Richard Hansen, a registered representative and former chairman
of a regional investment bank. Also named as a defendant was his
long time friend Stuart Kobrovsky. Mr. Hansen was alleged to
have been tipped by Donna Murdoch, a business associate
regarding several pending business deals. As a result the two men
had trading profits of about $215,000. Mr. Kobrovsky settled with
the SEC consenting to the entry of a permanent injunction
prohibiting future violations of Exchange Act Section 10(b) and
agreeing to disgorge trading profits of $160,000 along with
prejudgment interest. The case against Mr. Hansen, along with
parallel criminal charges, is pending. U.S. v. Hansen, 10 Crim 875
(S.D.N.Y.).

SEC v. Foley, Civil Action No. 1:00-cv-00300 (D.D.C. Filed Feb. 25,
2010) is an insider trading action against John Foley, Aaron Graian,
Timothy Vernier and Bradley Hale. Mr. Foley was an employee benefits
specialist at Deloitte.
a.

According to the complaint Mr. Foley obtained inside information
regarding three Deloitte clients which was passed to Messrs
Grassian and Verner. Each traded and made a profit.

b.

Mr. Grassian later provided Mr. Foley with information about a
take-over. He learned the information from Mr. Hale who was
employed at one of the companies. Mr. Hale did not trade.

c.

The case was settled with each defendant consenting to the entry of
a permanent injunction prohibiting future violations of the
antifraud provisions. Each trading defendant also agreed to
disgorge their profits which collectively exceeded $210,000 along
with prejudgment interest. Mr. Foley was not assessed a penalty
based on his financial condition while Mr. Vernier paid a reduced
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penalty for the same reason. Mr. Grassian agreed to pay a penalty
equal to his trading profits. Lit. Rel. No. 21425 (Feb. 25, 2010).
d.

VI.

In a related administrative proceeding Tara Eisler, who permitted
Mr. Foley to repeatedly use her brokerage account to trade,
consented to the entry of a cease and desist order that she not
engage in future violations of Exchange Act Section 10(b). In the
Matter of Tara L. Eisler, Adm Proc. File No. 3-13792 (Filed Feb.
25, 2010).

Corporate Executives
A.

A number of SEC insider trading cases involve corporate executives. In some
instances the executive is alleged to have traded for his or her account. In others
the executive furnished the information to a friend.

B.

Examples of cases in which the executive traded for his or her personal account
include:
1.

2.

SEC v. Powell, Case No 6:11-cr-161 (W.D. Tex. Filed June 10, 2011) is
an action against Phillip E. Powell, former chairman of the board of first
Cash Financial Services, Inc.
a.

In November 2007 the company announced a share repurchase
program for up to 1 million shares. The announcement did not
indicate when the program would begin.

b.

Later Mr. Powell learned when the program would start. The day
before it commenced he purchased 100,000 shares of the company.

c.

The complaint claims the company overpaid for repurchases by
$36,000 because of Mr. Powell’s purchase. He also made profits
from the purchase of $124,000. Mr. Powell also refused to file a
Form 4 when told by his broker. The complaint alleges violations
of Exchange Act Sections 10(b) and 16(a). The case is pending.

SEC v. Wyly, Case No. 10 CV 5760 (S.D.N.Y. Filed July 29, 2010) is a
case against two prominent corporate directors and their attorney and
broker are alleged to have maintained an elaborate web of off-shore trusts
to insider trade.
a.

The defendants in this action are Sam Wyly, his brother Charles
Wyly, their attorney Michael French and their broker Louis
Schaufele. The Wyly brothers have held various board and officer
positions with Michaels, Sterling Software and Scottish Re.

b.

The complaint details an elaborate scheme which the Commission
claims was used to insider trade in the shares of companies in
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which one or both of the brothers held board or officer positions.
Specifically, the complaint claims that the Wyly defendants
maintained an elaborate web of off-shore trust which they used to
hold significant blocks of stock in the companies with which they
were affiliated. The trusts were used to insider trade in those
shares.
c.

Messrs. French and Schaufele are alleged to have facilitated this
scheme which traded over $750 million of stock in the four
companies.

d.

The complaint charges all four defendants with violations of
Exchange Act Section 10(b). It also alleges that the two Wyly
defendants and Mr. French violated Exchange Act Sections 13(d),
14(a) and 16(a). The two Wyly defendants are also charged with
violations of Securities Act Section 5 and aiding and abetting
violations of Exchange Act Sections 13(a) and 14(a). Mr. French
is also charged with aiding and abetting violations of Exchange
Act.

3.

SEC v. Wildstein, Civil Action No 11-01297 (D.D.C. Filed July 19, 2011)
is an action alleging violations of Exchange Act Sections 10(b) and 14(e)
against Howard Wildstein, a former Pitney Bowes, Inc. executive. Mr.
Wildstein, according to the complaint, learned that his employer was
considering the acquisition of MapInfo Corporation prior to the public
announcement of the deal on March 15, 2007. Specifically, Mr. Wildstein
is alleged to have learned that MapInfo was a potential acquisition target
and that the mergers and acquisition people from the company had
recently visited the company. Based on this information he purchased
8,000 shares of MapInfo. After the announcement of the deal he realized
profits of $51,177. To settle the case Mr. Wildstein consented to the entry
of a permanent injunction prohibiting future violations of the sections
cited in the complaint. He also agreed to pay $114,848 in disgorgement,
prejudgment interest and civil penalties.

4.

SEC v. Leyva, Civil Action No. 09 CV 1565 (S.D. Cal.) is an action
against the former Director of Strategic Marketing Analysis for
Qualcomm Incorporated, Andres Leyva. When Nokia surprised
Qualcomm with a substantial offer to settle a critical litigation on the eve
of trial, the lead company negotiator phoned Mr. Leyva and reviewed the
terms. Two hours later Mr. Leyva purchased 80 Qualcomm call options at
$0.39 each with a strike price of $50. After the market closed the
settlement was announced. The next day the share price increased 17% to
$52.43. Mr. Leyva sold his options for a profit of $34,739.98. To settle
the case Mr. Leyva consented to the entry of a permanent injunction
prohibiting future violations of Exchange Act Section 10(b). He also
agreed to disgorge his trading profits and to pay prejudgment interest and
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a civil penalty equal to the amount of the disgorgement and prejudgment
interest. Litg. Rel. No. 21559 (June 17, 2010).
5.

SEC v. Navarro, Civil Action No. 4:10-CV-189 (N.D.Okla. Filed March
31, 2010) is a settled insider trading case against Gary Navarro. In July
2008 Mr. Navarro was the crude oil purchasing manger of SemCrude. He
learned that the parent company, SemGroup Energy Partners LP and its
largest customer were having significant cash flow difficulties.
Subsequently he liquidated his holdings in the parent company. Three
days later the company announced its cash flow difficulties. The next day
the share price dropped 65% lower than the average sale price Mr.
Navarro obtained. Accordingly, he avoided a loss of $83,602. Mr.
Navarro resolved the case by consenting to the entry of a permanent
injunction prohibiting future violations of Exchange Act Section 10(b).
He also agreed to pay disgorgement in an amount equal to the loss he
avoided along with prejudgment interest and a civil penalty in the same
amount. Lit. Rel. No. 21469 (March 31, 2010).

6.

SEC v. Duffell, Civil Action No. CV-11-1404 (N.D. Cal. March 24, 2011)
is an action against Mark Duffell, a consultant for private investment firm
Accel-KKR.
a.

According to the complaint, Mr. Duffell, on behalf of AKKR,
approached SumTotal Systems about a take over. Two days later,
while in possession of confidential information about that proposed
transaction, he began purchasing shares of SumTotal.

b.

The deal was publically announced on March 2, 2009. Mr. Duffell
made a profit of $162, 500.

c.

To resolve the case Mr. Duffell consented to the entry of a
permanent injunction prohibiting future violations of Exchange
Act Section 10(b). In addition, he agreed to pay disgorgement of
$162,500, prejudgment interest and a penalty equal to the amount
of his trading profits.

d.

SEC v. Wiener, Action No. 1:11cv292 (E.D. Va. March 23, 2011)
is an action alleging violations of Exchange Act Section 10(b) by
Daniel Wiener.
(i)

The defendant was employed at BAE Systems, Inc On
December 21, 2007 an announcement was made that BAE
would acquire MTC Technologies, Inc. Although Mr.
Wiener was not a member of the deal team he had regular
contact with employees involved in the acquisition.

(ii)

Prior to the public announcement he participated in a staff
meeting in which the transaction was discussed using code
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names. During that meeting Mr. Wiener discussed the
products of the target in a manner which demonstrated that
he knew the identity of the company. Thirty minutes after
the meeting ended he purchased a block of MTC stock in
his personal brokerage account. Subsequently, he
purchased additional shares in his wife’s account.
Following the public announcement of the deal he
liquidated his holdings, realizing a profit of $67,686.99.
The case is in litigation.
7.

8.

SEC v. Deskovick, Civ. 11-1522 (D.N.J. Filed March 17, 2011) is an
action alleging violations of Exchange Act Section 10(b) by Kim Ann
Deskovick and Brian S. Haig.
a.

The case centers on the acquisition of First Morris Bank and Trust
by Provident Financial Services, Inc. which was announced on
October 16, 2006. Defendant Deskovick was a director of the bank
prior to the take over.

b.

Prior to the transaction announcement the bank made efforts to be
acquired. As those efforts moved forward Ms. Deskovick was
updated. Those updates continued through the merger negotiations.
During that time period Ms. Deskovick tipped her friend and kept
her updated. Her friend in turn tipped Brian Haig, telling him the
source of the information. Mr. Haig also tipped a friend. Following
the deal announcement Mr. Haig and his friend had profits from
the 14% share price increase of 68,277.

c.

The action was settled with each defendant consenting to the entry
of a permanent injunction prohibiting future violations of
Exchange Act Section 10(b). Mr. Haig was also ordered to
disgorge the total trading profits of he and his friend made along
with prejudgment interest. Ms. Deskovick was ordered to pay a
penalty of $64,277 and is barred from serving as an officer or
director for five years. Mr. Haig was ordered to pay a penalty of
$34,138.

SEC v. Horn, Civil Action No. 1:10-CV-00955 (N.D. Ill. Feb. 16, 2010) is
an action against Gerald Horn, a medical director for one of the facilities
of LCA Visions, Inc. According to the complaint, from December 2005
through August 2006, the defendant made six separate trades while in
possession of inside information. The information came from reviewing
internal reports about the number of eye surgeries done which permitted
him to estimate revenue. By trading in LCA options the defendant is
alleged to have obtained profits of $869,629. This case is in litigation.
Lit. Rel. No. 2114 (Feb. 16, 2010).
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C.

9.

SEC v. Wagner, Case No. 1:10-cv-10031 (D. Mass. Filed Jan. 11, 2010) is
a settled insider trading case against Brooke D. Wagner, former VP of
Corporate Communications of Indevus Pharmaceuticals, Inc. According
to the complaint Mr. Wagner learned that the FDA had expressed concerns
about the side effects of a drug for which the company was seeking
approval. Prior to the public announcement about the FDA in June 2008,
the defendant sold his shares in the company and later sold additional
shares short. The share price fell about 69% following the announcement.
To settle the case, Mr. Wagner consented to the entry of a permanent
injunction prohibiting future violations of the antifraud provisions of the
federal securities laws and agreed to pay disgorgement of about $64,000
along with prejudgment interest and a civil penalty equal to the amount of
the disgorgement. Lit. Rel. No. 21370 (Jan. 11, 2010).

10.

SEC v. Fogel, Case No. 1:10-CV-10097 (D. Mass. Jan 22, 2010) is a
settled insider trading case against Avi Fogel, the former Vice President of
strategic initiatives at EMC Corporation. The case centers on the
acquisition of Document Sciences Corporation or DOCX by EMC which
was announced on December 27, 2007. Mr. Fogel lead a team which
eventually recommended the acquisition of DOCX. As the company
pursued the deal Mr. Fogel was on occasion consulted about the pricing of
a possible transaction. While the price was being negotiated he purchased
20,000 shares of DOCX stock. Two days before the announcement he
purchased an additional 10,000 shares. Following the deal announcement
the share price increased by about 76%. Mr. Fogel settled the case by
consenting to the entry of a permanent injunction prohibiting future
violations of the antifraud provisions. He also agreed to disgorge
$1919,393, pay prejudgment interest and a penalty equal to the trading
profits. Lit. Rel. No. 21392 (Jan. 22, 2010).

In some instances the cases focus on corporate insiders tipping others.
1.

SEC v. Self, Civil Action No. 10-cv-430 (E.D. Pa. Filed Sept. 1, 2010) is
an action against James Self, Jr., the executive director at Merck & Co.
and Stephen Goldfield, an unemployed former hedge fund manager.
Messrs. Self and Goldfield were long time friends. Prior to the acquisition
in April 2007 of AstraZeneca by Medimmune, Inc., Mr. Self and others
were solicited by investment bankers representing Medimmune about a
possible acquisition. Mr. Self was on the team which reviewed material
non-public information about the deal. By March 2007 Mr. Self furnished
his friend with information on this subject. Mr. Goldfield purchased
Medimmune options and, following a deal announcement, made profits of
$13.9 million. The case settled with each defendant consenting to the
entry of a permanent injunction prohibiting future violations of Exchange
Act Section 10(b). Mr. Self also agreed to pay a civil penalty of $50,000
based on his financial condition. Mr. Goldfield agreed to disgorge the
trading profits along with prejudgment interest. All but $600,000 of that
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amount was waived based on his financial condition. Lit. Rel. No. 21638
(Sept. 1, 2010).
2.

VII.

SEC v. Berrettini, Civil Action No. 10-CV-01614 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 31,
2010) is an insider trading action against Ralph Pirtle, former Director of
Real Estate for Philips Electronics North America, a subsidiary of Royal
Philips, N.M. and his friend Morando Berrettini. According to the
complaint Mr. Pirtle illegally tipped his friend about the interest of Phillips
in acquiring Lifeline Systems, Inc., Invacare Inc and Intermagnetics
Corporation. In each instance Mr. Berrettini traded, making a total profit
of over $240,000. In a series of side deals, Mr. Berrettini used cashiers’
checks totaling $226,000 to purchase goods and services for Mr. Pirtle.
The complaint alleges violations of the Exchange Act antifraud provisions.
The case is in litigation. Lit. Rel. No. 21472 (Apr. 1, 2010)

Family and Friends
A.

A number of insider trading cases involve family members. In some instances the
family members are working together. In others one family member
misappropriates the information from another.

B.

In recent months the SEC filed several cases where family members and/or
friends joined forces to insider trade.
1.

SEC v. Clay Capital Management, LLC, Civil Action No. 2:11-cv-05020
(D. N.J. Filed Aug. 31, 2011) is an action against James Turner and his
fund, Clay Capital Management, LLC, along with Scott Vollmar, Mr.
Turner’s brother-in-law, Scott Robarge, his friend, and Mark Durbin, and
a neighbor of Mr. Vollmar.
a.

The trading involved the shares of Moldflow Corporation,
Autodesk, Inc. and Salesforce.com, Inc.

b.

The first scheme centered on the tender offer by Autodesk for
Moldflow, announced on May 1, 2008. Prior to the deal
announcement Mr. Vollmar, illegally tipped James Turner and
Mark Durbin about the deal. At the time Mr. Vollmar was the
director of business development for Autodesk and had been
heavily involved in the acquisition discussions. Each traded. Mr.
Turner also tipped his brother-in-law, Scott Robarge who in turn
recommended the stock to others. Collectively the traders netted
$2.3 million in illicit trading profits according to the complaint.

c.

The second scheme centered on trading prior to the fourth quarter
2008 earnings announcement for Autodesk on February 26, 2008
Mr. Vollmar again tipped Messrs. Turner and Robarge. Each
traded. Mr. Robarge also recommended the shares to others.
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Collectively, the trading in Autodesk shares yielded about $1.1
million in illicit trading profits.

2.

d.

Finally, Mr. Robarge, a recruiting technology manager for
Salesforce, is alleged to have tipped Mr. Turner about the pending
earnings announcement for his company. Mr. Turner traded and
told Mr. Vollmer who also purchase shares and options in
Salesforce. Mr. Robarge also traded on the information prior to the
announcement and recommended the stock to other friends.
Collectively, the trading in the shares of Salesforce yielded about
$500,000 in illicit trading profits according to the complaint. The
Commission’s complaint alleges violations of Securities Act
section 17(a) and Exchange Act Sections 10(b) and 14(e).

e.

Messrs. Robarge and Durbin settled with the SEC. Each consented
to the entry of a permanent injunction prohibiting future violations
of Exchange Act Sections 10(b) and 14(e). In addition, Mr.
Robarge agreed to pay disgorgement of $232,591 along with
prejudgment interest and a penalty equal to the amount of the
disgorgement. Mr. Durbin also agreed to pay disgorgement in the
amount of $8,391.26 along with prejudgment interest and a penalty
equal to the amount of the disgorgement. The other defendants did
not settled with the SEC.

SEC v. Peterson, Civil Action No. 11-CV-5448 (S.D.N.Y. Filed Aug. 5,
2011); U.S. v. Peterson (S.D.N.Y. Filed Aug. 5, 2011 ) are cases
involving a father and son.
a.

Clayton Peterson, a member of the board of directors and chairman
of the audit committee of Mariner Energy, Inc., and his son Drew
Peterson, who worked as an investment adviser in Denver,
Colorado, pleaded guilty to criminal insider trading charges and
were named as defendants in an SEC suit.

b.

Clayton Peterson learned at board meetings that his firm would be
acquired by Apache Corporation in a deal that was announced on
April 15, 2010. After first learning about the deal he repeatedly
tipped his son, instructing him to trade through an account
belonging to his sister.

c.

The son traded and tipped a hedge fund manager who also traded.
Following the announcement of the deal the share price of Marine
Energy rose about 42%. The hedge fund manager liquidated his
positions, yielding a profit of $5 million. Within days Drew
Peterson, and the various accounts for which he traded, liquidated
their positions yielding a profit of $150,000.
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3.

4.

d.

Clayton Peterson and his son Drew each pleaded guilty to one
count of conspiracy to commit securities fraud and one count of
securities fraud. Sentencing is scheduled for January 12, 2012.

e.

The SEC brought a civil injunctive action against Clayton Peterson
and his son. The complaint alleges violations of Exchange Act
Section 10(b). The action is pending.

SEC v. Decinces, SACU 11-1168 (C.D.Cal. Aug 4, 2011), is an action
against Douglas Decinces, a former major league baseball player, his
physical therapist Joseph Donahoe, and two of his friends, Roger
Wittenbach and Fred Jackson each of whom was named as a defendant.
a.

The action centers on the tender offer for Advanced Medical
Optics Inc. by Abbott Laboratories Inc. which was announced on
January 12, 2009.

b.

Prior to that date Mr. Decinces learned from an employee at
Advanced Medical about the pending transaction. Subsequently, he
made several purchases of stock, eventually building his portfolio
to 83,700 shares. During this period, and prior to the public
announcement, he tipped Messrs. Donahoe, Jackson and
Wittenbach who also traded. Mr. Wittenbach in turn tipped his
sister.

c.

Each defendant settled, consenting to the entry of permanent
injunctions prohibiting future violations of Exchange Act Sections
10(b) and 14(e). In addition, Mr. Decinces agreed to pay
disgorgement of $1,282,691 along with prejudgment interest and a
penalty of $1,197,998. Mr. Donahue agreed to pay disgorgement
of $75,570 and a penalty of $37,785. Mr. Jackson agreed to pay
disgorgement of $140,259 along with prejudgment interest and a
penalty of $140,259. Mr. Wittenbach agreed to pay disgorgement
of $201,692 along with prejudgment interest and a penalty of
$214,906.

SEC v. Goetz, Case No. 11 CV 1220 (S.D. Cal. June 3, 2011) is an insider
trading case against Dean Goetz, an attorney who practices in Solana
Beach, California, who is alleged to have obtained inside information from
his daughter.
a.

His practice focuses on personal injury litigation. His daughter is a
corporate associate in the Los Angeles office of an international
law firm.

b.

The case centers on the acquisition of Advanced Medical Optics,
Inc. by Abbott Laboratories. The deal was announced on January
12, 2009. From mid-December 2008 through the end of the year
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the daughter stayed at her parent’s home. During that time she
could not participate in the family holiday activities because of her
work on the deal for firm client, Advanced Medical. She cut her
visit short, telling her parents that she thought the deal she was
working on would close soon.

5.

6.

c.

On January 8, 2009 Mr. Goetz purchased 500 shares of Advanced
Medical through his on-line brokerage account while in possession
of inside information he misappropriated from his daughter,
according to the complaint.

d.

Following the deal announcement the share price increased about
143%. He liquidated his account on February 19, 2009 at a profit
of $11, 418.

e.

Mr. Goetz settled the action, consenting to the entry of a
permanent injunction prohibiting violations of Exchange Act
Sections 10(b) and 14(e). He also agreed to disgorge his trading
profits along with prejudgment interest and pay a penalty equal to
the trading profits.

SEC v. Haim, Civil Action No. 11-cv-295 (D.N.Y. Filed May 24, 2011) is
an action against Abraham Haim. Between April 2006 and March 2007 his
relative, and banker, worked on five corporate take-over deals.
a.

Prior to each deal announcement Mr. Haim, who had a close
relation with the relative, misappropriated inside information about
the pending transaction that he obtained by secretly listening in on
the banker’s confidential telephone conversations or reading nonpublic business documents on visits to the banker’s home.

b.

In each instance he traded in advance of the public announcement
of the transaction. As a result he had trading profits of $30,126.00.

c.

To settle the case Mr. Haim consented to the entry of a permanent
injunction prohibiting future violations of Exchange Act Section
10(b). In addition, he agreed to disgorge his trading profits along
with prejudgment interest and to pay a civil penalty equal to the
amount of the trading profits.

SEC v. Cohen, Case No. 10 CV 2514L (S.D. Cal. Filed Dec. 8, 2010) is an
insider trading case involving two brothers, a fraternity brother and an
uncle. The two brothers were not identified. The fraternity brother and
uncle have been named as defendants in the SEC case. The defendants are
Brett Cohen, a consultant residing in Baltimore and the fraternity brother
of Tipper B. The other defendant is David Myers, a resident of Cleveland.
He is the Uncle of Mr. Cohen. Tipper A is a patent agent for Sequenom,
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Inc., a San Diego based company which does diagnostic testing and
genetics analysis. Tipper B is his brother who resides in Maryland.

7.

a.

Tipper A dealt with Tipper B who in turn communicated with
defendant Cohen who contacted his uncle, defendant Myers.

b.

The first key event is a transaction by Sequenom to acquire Exact
Sciences in 2008. Tipper A participated in the due diligence.
There was a series of phone calls on October 22 and 23 involving
Tippers A and B and the two defendants. There were also “coded”
e-mails, interpreted to refer to the deal.

c.

On October 27 Mr. Myers made his first ever purchase of EXAS
securities. It was his first securities transaction since 2007. He
then made additional purchases.

d.

Following the deal announcement on January 9, 2009 the share
price rose 50%. EXAS rejected the offer. Mr. Myers sold his
holdings between January 13 and February 13. There were more
phone calls during this period. Mr. Myers made profits of
$34,102.99.

e.

The second event involved the April 29, 2009 announcement that
previously disclosed test data for a Sequenom product could not be
relied on. Tipper A was the patent agent working on this product.
After a series of phone calls and coded e-mails between the
brothers, Mr. Cohen began purchasing Sequenom put options just
before the close of the market on April 29, 2009. The next
morning the stock dropped 76% on the announcement about the
test data. Mr. Myers sold the options for a profit of $572,540. He
later paid Tipper B $10,000 in cash. The SEC complaint alleges
violations of Exchange Act Section 10(b). Lit. Rel. 21767 (Dec. 8,
2010). A parallel criminal case has been filed. U.S. v. Myers,
Case No. 10 CR 4832 (S.D. Cal. Filed Dec. 8, 2010).

SEC v. Temple, Case No. 10-cv-1058 (D. Del. Filed Dec. 7, 2010) is an
action against two-brothers-in-law. The defendants are Jeffery Temple
and his brother-in-law Benedict Pastro. From August 12, 2002 through
October 11, 2010, Mr. Temple was employed at a Wilmington, Delaware
law firm. He was terminated because of this case.
a.

Mr. Temple held the position of Information Systems manager.
This gave him access to electronic and other files containing
material non-public information.

b.

From June 2009 through October 2010 Mr. Temple traded in
advance of 22 prospective mergers and/or acquisition related
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announcements involving 20 firm clients. In 12 instances he tipped
his brother-in-law.
c.

8.

Over the period Mr. Temple made relatively modest trades.
Overall he made profits of $88,300. Mr. Pastro made $94,000 in
trading profits. The complaint alleges violations of Exchange Act
Sections 10(b) and 14(e). The case is in litigation. Litg. Rel. No.
21765 (Dec. 7, 2010).

SEC v. McClellan, Case No. CV 10 5412 (N.D. Cal. Filed Nov. 30, 2010)
involved two families and an international insider trading ring. The
defendants are two couples, one residing in San Francisco and one in
London. Arnold McCellan and his wife Annabel reside in San Francisco.
Mr. McCellan was a mergers and acquisitions tax partner at Deloitte Tax
LLP in the San Francisco office. Mrs. McCellan was previously
employed at Deloitte in London and san Jose. Miranda Sanders, the sister
of Mrs. McCellan, and her husband James, reside in London where he is a
director, shareholder and co-founder of Blue Index limited. Mrs. Sanders
works part time at Blue Index.
a.

Over a two year period beginning in 2006 Arnold McClellan
disclosed confidential information on seven deals he was working
on to his wife. She in turned passed that information on to her
sister and brother-in-law.

b.

Mr. Sanders traded, purchasing a kind of derivative known as a
spread contract. The two families split trading profits of over $3
million.

c.

The complaint also details three instances in which the families
traded but did not make a profit.

d.

In some instances Mr. Sanders passed the information on to his
firm which touted it to customers.

e.

The SEC complaint alleges violations of Exchange Act Section
10(b). It is in litigation. Lit. Rel. No. 21578 (Nov. 30, 2010).

f.

The FSA in London has filed criminal charges against James and
Miranda Sanders and their colleagues who are alleged to have
made about $20 million.

g.

U.S. authorities have not filed criminal charges based on the
insider trading. Mrs. McClellan however has been indicted on
obstruction of justice charges arising out of the SEC investigation.
Get cite.
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9.

C.

SEC v. Jantzen, Case No. 1:10-cv-00740 (W.D. Te. Oct. 5, 2010) is an
insider trading action against former Dell employee Marteen Jantzen and
her husband John, a broker.
a.

The case centers on the tender offer by Dell for Perot Systems in
September 2009. Mrs. Jantzen learned abut the deal during the
course of her employment. She executed an agreement not to
trade.

b.

The day before the announcement of the deal, Mrs. Jantzen
transferred funds to her brokerage account. Almost immediately
her husband purchased 500 shares and 24 options in Perot. The
position was sold immediately after the announcement at a profit
of over $25,813.58.

c.

The complaint alleges violations of Exchange Act Sections 10(b)
and 14(e). The case is in litigation. Lit. Rel. No. 21685 (Oct. 6,
2010). This is the second case brought by the relating to this ??
transaction. See also SEC v. Salen, Case No. 3:09-cv-01778 (N.D.
Tex. Filed Sept. 23, 2009). That case settled.

In some instances family members misappropriate inside information for their
own use as in SEC v. Macdonald, Case No. 3:10cv151 (D. Conn. Filed Feb. 2,
2010). Here, defendant Bruce Macdonald is alleged to have misappropriated
inside information.
1.

Mr. Macdonald’s wife is a corporate secretary and vice president of
human resources of Mamry Corporation which had put itself up for sale.
Throughout the sale process she was involved at each key step.

2.

Mrs. Macdonald informed her husband about the transaction. Periodically
she furnished him with updates.

3.

The complaint states that based on the marital relation, Mrs. Macdonald
expected that her husband would keep the information confidential. It
does not specify that she in fact directed him to maintain the
confidentiality of the information.

4.

Mr. Macdonald purchased shares of the company in his business account
and that of a long-time friend for whom he regularly traded, Bruce
Bohlander (a relief defendant). He also tipped three friends who traded.
Robert Maresca, one of his friends, purchased 9,000 shares.

5.

Overall, Mr. Macdonald had ill-gotten gains of $890 in his account and
$25,509 in the other account that he traded. His three friends had profits
of almost $20,000.
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6.

To resolve the case, Messrs. Macdonald and Maresca consented to the
entry of permanent injunctions prohibiting future violations of the
antifraud provisions of the Exchange Act. Each man also agreed to the
entry of an order requiring him to disgorge the trading profits along with
prejudgment interest and to pay a penalty equal to the trading profits. Mr.
Bohlander consented to the entry of a final judgment requiring him to
disgorge the trading profits and pay prejudgment interest. Lit. Rel. No.
21404 (Feb. 2, 2010).

7.

SEC v. Scammell, 2:11-cv-06597(C.D. CA. Filed Aug. 11, 2011) is an
action in which the defendant is alleged to have obtained the inside
information from his girlfriend. It names as a defendant Toby Scammell
and centers on the acquisition of Marvel Entertainment, Inc. by the Walt
Disney Company, was announced on August 31, 2009.

8.

a.

Prior to the acquisition, Mr. Scammell lived with his girlfriend in
Los Angeles. During that period she was an extern at Disney
assigned to work on the Marvel acquisition. She worked long
hours during the summer of 2009 and periodically discussed the
project in general terms with Mr. Scammell but did not reveal the
name of the company. Frequently she worked from home where
there were papers about the deal. She was aware of the
announcement date for the deal and the $50 price. Mr. Scammell
had access to her papers and blackberry. During one conversation
she suggested that the project would be done shortly after labor
day.

b.

Mr. Scammell, who had never before traded options, began making
large and unusual purchase of Marvel options in mid – August
with an expiration date in September. The strike price was in the
range of $45 to $50. Since he did not have the money to pay for all
of the options he used funds in his brother’s account without
permission.

c.

When the deal was announced Mr. Scammell liquidated his
holdings, making a profit of $192,497 or over 3000% of his
investment. He did not tell his girlfriend or brother. The
Commission’s complaint alleges violations of Exchange Act
Section 10(b). The case is in litigation.

SEC v. Marovitz, 1:11-cv-05259 (N.D. Ill. Aug. 3, 2011) is an action
against attorney William Morovitz, the former husband of then Playboy
CEO Christie Hefner. According to the complaint, Mr. Morovitz traded
on inside information he misappropriated from his wife in three instances.
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a.

In 2009 he bought shares of Playboy before a takeover
announcement and sold most of the shares just before the deal
collapsed, thus avoiding a loss.

b.

In 2008 he sold shares of the company just before a poor earnings
announcement, avoiding another loss.

c.

In 2004 he purchased shares of the company shortly before the
announcement of a new offering of another class of securities
resulting in an unrealized profit.

d.

In 1998 Ms. Hefner had cautioned her husband that all information
he learned from her was confidential. She also had the general
counsel of the company reiterate that directive to her husband.

e.

Mr. Marovitz settled with the SEC, consenting to the entry of a
permanent injunction prohibiting future violations of Securities
Act Section 17(a) and Exchange Act Section 10(b). He also agreed
to pay $168,352 in disgorgement, prejudgment interest and civil
penalties. The case originated from an inspection of a broker
dealer.

VIII. Reg FD
A.

Reg FD generally prevents issuers and others from selectively disclosing material
non-public information. In this regard, it complements the insider trading rules.

B.

Last year the SEC brought two Reg FD cases suggesting that perhaps this may
again become more of an enforcement priority than in prior years.
1.

SEC v. Office Depot, Inc., Civil Action No. 9:10-cv-81239 (S.D. Fla. Filed
Oct. 21, 2010) is an enforcement action against the company based on Reg
FD and other filing violations. Two related administrative proceedings
were also filed. One is against the CEO and chairman of the board of the
company, Stephen Odland. The other names as a respondent the former
CFO of the company Patricia McKay. In the Matter of Stephen Odland,
Adm. Proc. File No. 3-14095 (Filed Oct. 21, 2010); In the Matter of
Patricia McKay, Adm. Proc. File No. 3-14096 (Filed Oct. 21, 2010).
a.

The claims center on a series of talking points used by the director
of investor relations in comments to analysts. At the time the
internal company estimates conclude that it would not make
guidance.

b.

The CEO and CFO worked out a series of talking points for the IR
director to deliver. Those talking points did not reference material
non-public information. Rather, they focused on publiclyavailable information regarding the difficulty of making guidance.
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c.

2.

Following the talk, a number of analysts lowered guidance. The
company settled the Reg FD charge as part of an overall global
settlement of other filing violations. The two individuals also
settled. Each consented to the entry of a cease and desist order
based on Exchange Act Section 13(a) and Reg FD. Each also
undertook to pay a civil penalty of $50,000.

SEC v. Presstek, Inc., Civil Action No. 10-1058 (E.D.N.Y. Filed March 9,
2010) is an action against the company, a Connecticut based manufacturer,
and the former chairman of its audit committee, Edward Marino.
a.

The SEC alleged that Mr. Marino received an e-mail from the
company controller on September 10, 2006. It stated that
performance in both North America and Europe for August was
weak and had a negative impact on margin and operating income
relative to plan. No announcement was planned before early
October.

b.

On September 28, 2006 Mr. Marino received a telephone cal from
Michael Barone, a managing partner of Sidus, a registered
investment adviser. The funds managed by the adviser owned
almost half a million shares of the company. During the
conversation, Mr. Marino told the adviser that the summer had not
been as vibrant as expected in North America and Europe. This is
reflected in notes of the conversation prepared by Mr. Barone and
quoted in the complaint. The notes also stated that Mr. Marino, in
substance, said that “overall a mixed picture” emerged from the
company for the quarter.

c.

Mr. Barone began selling company shares almost immediately. He
sent an e-mail during the call to begin. By the end of the day, most
of his position had been liquidated.

d.

The next day the company issued a preliminary announcement that
the quarterly financial performance was below prior estimates.

e.

The company settled, consenting to the entry of a permanent
injunction prohibiting future violations of Exchange Act Section
13(a) and Reg FD. The company also agreed to pay a $400,000
civil penalty. The SEC acknowledged the cooperation of the
company and its remedial efforts. Check – did the share price go
down pre or post announcement

f.

Mr. Marino is litigating the case. Lit. Rel. No. 21443 (Mar. 9,
2010).
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INTRODUCTION
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•

Insider trading is a key priority of the DOJ and the SEC

•

In recent years the U.S. Attorney’s Office in Manhattan has led the
charge on the criminal side, bringing a series of high profile
cases which many thought would redefine insider trading
– In the last eighteen months about 50 indictments have been
returned
– Each case that has gone to trial ended with a conviction

•

The SEC has participated in those cases

•

The SEC has also staked out its own position which may in fact
be more aggressive than that of the DOJ

INVESTIGATIONS
• The tactics
– Many have decried the use of “blue collar” tactics in
recent cases
•
•
•
•

Wiretaps
Wired informants
Cooperating witness
FBI raids

– The SEC continues to use its traditional approach but
has added
• Co-operation agreements
• Whistleblower rules offering the potential for large payments but
which do not require reporting first to the company
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INVESTIGAIONS
• Tactics (cont)
– How does the impact of the tactics on a business or
individual affect their choice?
– Some criminal cases focus on expert networking
organizations.
• How do they guard against being swept up in an investigation?
• Will the new rules in Mass. protect these entities?

• The financial fraud task force
– This requires sharing information which could alter
investigative tactics
– Is the task force resulting in more parallel proceedings
and changing the tactics?
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CRIMINAL OR CIVIL?
• The securities laws require that the additional element of
“willfulness” be established to prove a criminal violation
• Recent court decisions defining that term as well as
scienter, reckless disregard and consciousness avoidance
have blurred the line
• What is the dividing line or is there one?
• Is Exchange Act Section 10b to vague? Consider U.S. v.
Gansman
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WHAT IS INSIDER TRADING?
• Trading: is trading sufficient to prove insider trading?
– FINRA refers “suspicious” trading for investigation
• Is this enough?
• Is a “plus factor” required?

– Consider cases such as SEC v. Troung and SEC v.
Goldinger
– What else is required?
• No rational basis for the trade
• Cover–up
• Other actions showing “guilty knowledge”
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WHAT IS INSIDER TRADING?
• Breach of fiduciary duty: Is it required after SEC
v. Dorozhko?
– Previously many courts thought a breach of duty
was required, e.g. Chiarella, Dirks & O’Hagan
– Is deception now enough?
– Is this consistent with O’Hagan and Zanford?
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WHAT IS INSIDER TRADING?
• Breach of fiduciary duty and deception after SEC v.
Dorozhko (cont)
– If so, how is “deception” defined– is fraud or theft
enough?
• Santa Fe requires but does not define the concept

– What is deception?
– Any kind of theft?
– Consider the government’s brief in O’Hagan arguing
that embezzlement is sufficient and Chief Justice
Burger, dissenting, in Chiarella positing that theft is
sufficient
– Can scheme liability suffice – consider SEC v. Diafotes
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WHAT IS INSIDER TRADING?
• The mosaic theory
– Under this theory putting together bits and pieces
of non-material information to reach a conclusion
is not inside information
– Is the SEC rewriting these rules in recent
employee cases such as SEC v. Stefes and
others?
– Is this consistent with the cautionary note in the
recent case of U.S. v. Gansman?
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WHAT IS INSIDER TRADING?
• Traditionally, insider trading is based on an abuse of
position by someone entrusted with inside information
• Can the company authorize insider trading?
– Consider SEC v. Knight
• Can a company create an insider trading violation as a
result of its compliance procedures?
– Consider SEC v. Cuban
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WHAT IS INSIDER TRADING?
• Dodd-Frank now permits the SEC to obtain a
financial penalty against any person in an
administrative proceeding
• Will the Commission now bring insider trading
cases in that forum?
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COMPLIANCE
• What are the key elements of a compliance program?
• How do expert networking organizations protect their
business or is it possible?
– Primary Global had an insider trading policy but one of
its officers was convicted and another pleaded guilty
• Professional traders
• Corporations – what do they black out after Steffes and
Knight?
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CONCLUSIONS
• Insider trading is a key enforcement priority
• The landscape of parallel proceedings has changed
• Expect aggressive criminal enforcement in areas
traditionally defined as “insider trading” such as M&A
information and earnings releases
• The SEC will continue with its current trends
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CONCLUSIONS

For additional information please see

www.secactions.com
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Building an Effective
Information Barrier Policy – What Every
Compliance Officer Should Know

Tammy Eisenberg
Chief Compliance Officer & General Counsel
DIAM U.S.A., Inc.

Key Elements of a Successful Policy

• Tone at the Top
• Clearly Defined Policy and Procedures
• Monitoring
• Training
• Certifications

1

Tone at the Top

• Why?
-

Emphasizes importance of policy

-

Consequences for violation of policy

2

Clearly Defined Policy and Procedures

• Who is covered
• What kind of information is covered
• Whether and how information can be shared
• What information needs to be disclosed to Compliance and how often

3

Information Flow

• Identify sources and flow of information in your business
-

Client Confidential Information

-

Proprietary Firm Information

-

Material Nonpublic Information

• Determine who receives it and how it is shared
-

Frequently/ordinary course of business

-

Sometimes

-

Never

• Determine who is responsible for controlling/monitoring flow
-

Procedures
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Client Confidential Information

• Information about clients

5

-

Identity

-

Tax ID

-

Account holdings

-

Transactions in trading accounts

-

Investment Objectives

-

Gains/losses

Proprietary Firm Information

• Trading strategies
• Projections
• Models
• Internal research
• Internal reports (financial, exceptions, etc.)
• Minutes of meetings
• Internal memos
• Policies and procedures
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Examples of Material NonPublic Information

•

Tender offers, merger or acquisition plans

•

Earnings or earnings estimates

•

Dividends and dividend changes

•

Debt rating changes

•

Stock splits

•

Significant increases/decreases in orders

•

Public offerings, private offerings, cancellations of offerings,

•

Divestitures or leveraged buy-outs

changes in timing or terms

•

Recapitalization or restructuring

•

Calls, redemptions or issuer repurchases

•

Liquidity problems

•

Changes in key personnel and other management developments

•

Significant financing transactions

•

Events requiring SEC filings, other regulatory filings

•

New products, inventions or discoveries

•

Significant write-downs of assets or additions to reserves for bad

•

Acquisition/loss of major contract

debts/contingent liabilities

•

Impending block trades, ownership positions in securities

Proposed expansions/curtailments of operations

•

Unpublished sell-side research reports

•
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•

Actual/threatened litigation or government investigations, other
enforcement actions

Receiving/Sharing Information

• The Jargon
-

Information Barriers

-

• Also called Chinese Walls, Ethical Walls, etc.
Above the Wall

-

Over the Wall

-

Public Shop

-

Private Shop

-

Wall Crossing

8

Information Barriers

Wall is between:
-

Those who receive sensitive information frequently/ordinary course of business

-

Those who sometimes receive sensitive information

-

Those who never receive sensitive information

• Procedure
-

Document

-

Details of information
Who has access/need to know (wall-crossing)
Update frequently

-

Monitor

•
•
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Wall Crossing

• Standard = Need to Know
• Need must be legitimate
-

Need to know vs. Want to Know

• Documentation

•

-

Pre-approval

-

Who

-

What

-

When

Procedures
-

Chaperoning

-

Restrictions

-

Monitoring
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Monitoring – Types of Lists

•

Conflicts List
-

List of companies which have not yet shared MNPI

-

Company has not yet engaged you

-

Employees may trade in these companies unless they are part of the deal team or other potential
insider

•

•

Watch List
-

List of companies that have shared MNPI or about which you possess MNPI

-

Engagement letter or other contract in place with confidentiality clause

-

Employees may trade in these companies unless they are over the wall

-

Research reports generally permitted

Restricted List
-

MNPI is now public; trading is restricted to avoid:
•
•
•
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Appearance of impropriety
Trading on information possessed by you that may not be public
Types of restrictions:
• No solicited trades
• No personal trades
• No research reports unless permitted by SEC rules

Monitoring – What to review

• Personal trading
-

Disclosure of accounts (personal, immediate family)

• Proprietary trading
• Solicited trading/managed accounts
• Research reports
• Other communications
-

E-mail

-

Bloomberg/Bloomberg IM
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Some Dos and Don’ts

Don’t

Do
•

Use password protection and encryption

•

Exercise discretion

•

Lock files

•

Use code words and project names

•

Discuss confidential information in public
places

•

Leave confidential information in plain sight on
your desk

•

Share confidential information without
consulting compliance
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Training & Certifications

• Orientation
• Annually
• As-needed
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Questions?

15
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